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ABSTRACT

In this contribution a new robust technique for adjusting
the step size of the Least Mean Squares �LMS� adaptive
algorithm is introduced� The proposed method exhibits
faster convergence� enhanced tracking ability and lower
steady state excess error compared to the �xed step size
LMS and other previously developed variable step size
algorithms� while retaining much of the LMS computa�
tional simplicity�
A theoretical behaviour analysis is conducted and equa�
tions regarding the evolution of the weight error vector
correlation matrix together with convergence bounds are
established� Extensive simulation results support the
theoretical analysis and con�rm the desirable charac�
teristics of the proposed algorithm�

� INTRODUCTION

Stochastic gradient adaptive �lters using the Least
Mean Squares �LMS� algorithm ��	
� enjoy great pop�
ularity due to their inherent simplicity and robustness�
A constant step size� also known as convergence fac�
tor� � governs the convergence properties� the stability
and the steady state excess error of the algorithm in
relation to the optimal Wiener solution� The time con�
stant of the algorithm is inversely proportional to the
step size �� whereas the misadjustment is proportional
to �N � where N equals the number of the weights of the
adaptive �lter ��	
� When a nonstationary environment
is considered� the lag misadjustment is proportional to
��� ��	
� Consequently� the optimal selection of the step
size is dictated by a trade�o� between convergence rate
and steady state excess error� To meet the con�icting
requirements of good tracking ability and low steady
state excess error� time varying step size sequences have
been proposed �e�g����� � �� �
�� The main rationale be�
hind these approaches is to sense the distance from the
optimum and correspondigly adapt the step size value�
It seems to us� however� that the performance of such
methods is adversely a�ected by the presence of strong
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noise in the system and is thus susceptible to degrada�
tion� Recently� a kurtosis driven step size sequence was
proposed ��
� reducing signi�cantly performance degra�
dation due to gaussian distributed noise�
In this paper a new robust time varying step size se�
lection method is proposed that combines� even under
adverse noise conditions� fast tracking ability and low
steady state error regardless of the noise type and re�
tains the LMS desirable characteristic of low computa�
tional complexity�

� A ROBUST ADAPTIVE STEP SIZE LMS

ALGORITHM

The popular Least Mean Squares �LMS� adaptive algo�
rithm is a steepest descent gradient search type algo�
rithm� which uses at each iteration the instantaneous
value of the gradient and seeks to minimize the mean
square error Efe��n�g� The weight vector is updated
according to the following equation

Hn�� �Hn � �nXne�n�� ���

en
�

� wn � V
T
n Xn ��

where �n is the time varying step size� Hn and Hopt
n

are the �lter coe�cient �weight� and the optimal weight
vectors respectively� Xn is the input vector� wn is the
additive noise and Vn � Hn �H

opt
n is the weight error

vector� all at time instant n�
In its original form ��	
 the step size assumes a constant
value� In this contribution we propose to adaptively
adjust the step size according to the follwing rule

�n�� � �jenjEfe�
n
g� ���

where � is a scaling constant and j � j stands for the ab�
solute value of the bracketed term� The averaged square
error term reduces the vulnerability of the algorithm to
spikey or burstly interferences� whereas the form of the
update� i�e�� a product� increases the �exibility of the
algorithm�



� CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHM

Tomake our analysis tractable we introduce the assump�
tion that the various input vectors come from mutually
independent zero mean gaussian distributed sequences�
Though far from reality in most practical applications�
this assumption is commonly found in the literature
�e�g�� ��� �� �� �	
� and is widely accepted to capture the
�rst order behaviour of the algorithm� validating thus its
use under slow convergence conditions� To strengthen
the above argument� practice has shown that the results
obtained under this assumption are in excellent agree�
ment with the ones obtained from experiments and sim�
ulations�
In our case� the assumption can be relaxed� in that we
only require that the input sequence is uncorrelated with
the �lter weights� Other than that� no restriction applies
to the nature of the input autocorrelation matrix R�
The estimation error en is assumed to follow a gaus�
sian distribution and conditional expectation terms of
the form E fe�

n

��Vng are approximated with the uncon�
ditional mean square estimation error ��
�
Letting Kn denote the correlation matrix of the

weight error vector Vn at time instant n� the following
time evolution formula is obtained

Kn�� � Kn �Ef�nenXnV
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Introducing �� in the above equation� we get
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where
��en � ��w � tr�RKn
� ���

denotes the variance of the assumed zero mean gaus�
sian error� ��w stands for the noise variance� sgnf�g is
the signum function and tr��
 denotes the trace of the
bracketed term�
Taking conditional on Vn expectation of the second term
on the right hand part of the above equation and apply�
ing Price�s theorem� we obtain
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Taking the expectation of both sides � this time over Vn�
we get
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The term E
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is similarly evaluated and is

given by ��
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We may now combine all the previous results� substi�
tute ��� and ��� in ��� to obtain
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The matrix di�erence equation ��	� provides us a useful
tool for determining the transient behaviour of the mean
square error of the variable step size LMS algorithm� We
next proceed to establish the stability conditions�
Due to the nonlinear form of ��	� an exact conver�

gence condition is di�cult to �nd� We thus introduce
the concept of the distance Tn ��
�

Tn � tr�RKn
 � E
n�
V
T
n Xn

��o
� ����

which equals the excess mean squared error and can
be thought of as a measure of the distance from the
optimum� Following the approach in ��
� the following
distance dependent su�cient condition for convergence
of the algorithm in the mean square sense is derived
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� SIMULATION RESULTS

In this �nal section we present and analyse the results
obtained from simulations� The algorithm is applied
to a system identi�cation problem� where the system
to be identi�ed is considered non stationary� The opti�
mum�lter coe�cients assume the following initial values
H

opt
� � �	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��	� ��	� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�
�

and� after that� experience random disturbances� The
null vector ��� is chosen as the initial vector � starting
point � H�� and all the results are obtained by averag�
ing over an ensemble of 		 runs� Both noise and input
sequences are assumed to be zero mean i�i�d� gaussian
sequences with input and noise variance equal to unity

and 	�� respectively�
For the esimation of the mean square error the following
formula is used

Efe�ng � �Efe�n��g� ��� ��e�n� ����

where the constant �� � � �	� �
� is a memory control�
ling factor� The larger the value of � the �stronger�
the memory of the system� Alternatively� a �nite length
moving window could be used�
As is the case with all the estimators� the estimator ����
produces a random value� In a stationary environment�
the larger the value of �� the smaller the di�erence be�
tween the estimated and the actual parameters� Under



non stationary conditions� however� the choise of � is
dictated by a trade�o� betwen the adaptation speed and
the variance of the estimator� In our simulations� � was
chosen equal to 	�����
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Figure �� Performance comparison between the LMS
�dotted line� and the proposed algorithm �solid line��
� � 	����� � � 	�	�� �LMS � 	�	���

Figure � depicts the behaviour of the variable step
size algorithm in comparison with the LMS algorithm�
The algorithms� parameters were chosen so that the two
algorithms exhibit similar convergence rate and are as
follows � � � 	�	�� �LMS � 	�	��� The selection of the
parameter � is dictated by a compromise between con�
vergence speed and steady state excess error� The selec�
tion of the parameter � is thus application dependent�
In non stationary environments� where abrupt changes
are frequently experienced� it is advisable to choose a
high value for �� so as to improve the algorithm�s re�
sponse speed and tracking ability� On the other hand�
in the presence of long stationary periods� rarely inter�
rupted by changes� a small value for � is doubtless more
bene�cial� The sudden changes that experiences the sys�
tem are due to zero mean uniformly distributed distur�
bances with variance ��

A
� 	��� at random the �rst time

but �xed afterwards �i�e�� for the following runs� time in�
stants� The System Mismatch� EfV T

n
Vng� is chosen as

the performance measure and is expressed in dB�
The performance of the adaptive step size sequence al�
gorithm is clearly superior to that of LMS� which is out�
performed by more than �	 dB� This is due to the time
varying nature of �n� which allows the system to in�
crease its step size whenever far from the optimum�
In �gure  the variable step size algorithm is compared

with two other variable step size algorithms developed
by Harris et� al �
 and Mathews and Xie ��
� The pa�
rameters of the algorithms were chosen as recommended
in the corresponding papers� i�e�� � � �	�m� � m� �
� �max � 	�	� and �min � �E� � for Harris� algorithm
and 	 � 	�			�� �max � 	�� and �� � 	�	� for Mathews�
algorithm� The system disturbances are uniformly dis�
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Figure � Comparison between variable step size algo�
rithms� the proposed algorithm� dash dot line� Math�
ews� solid line� Harris� dotted line�

tributed with variance equal to ��
A
� 	��� It is evident

that� in the presence of strong interference �noise�� the
performance of the other variable step size algorithms
is severely degraded� whereas the proposed algorithm
exhibits a desirable robustness�
Now we concentrate on the theoretical behaviour

of the algorithm and compare the theoretically ob�
tained results with the experimental ones� Figure �
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Figure �� System mismatch evolution comparison be�
tween theoretical �solid line� and simulation �dotted
line� results� � � 	�	�� � � 	����

compares the expected system mismatch evolution of
the adaptive step size algorithm� as given by equa�
tion ��	�� with that obtained from simulations� The
parameter � was chosen equal to 	�	� and the sys�
tem to be identi�ed was chosen to be Hopt

� �
�	��� 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�� 	��
�
The theoretically obtained step size sequence is also

compared with the experimentally observed one in �g�
ure �� To obtain the expected step size� we have used
the fact that the average absolute value of a zero mean
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Figure �� Step size sequence evolution comparison be�
tween theoretical �solid line� and simulation �dotted
line� results� � � 	�	�� � � 	����

gaussian variable with variance �� is equal to
p

���

The �gures show a very good match between the theo�
retical and experimental curves� supporting our analysis
and strengthening the validity of the underlying assump�
tions�
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Figure �� Comparison between the theoretical �solid
line� ��w � 	� �� dashed line� ��w � 	��� and experimen�
tal results �star line� ��w � 	��� circle line� ��w � 	���
obtained on the upper bound of ��

Finally� in �gure � the maximum allowable value of �
obtained from theory �Eq� ���� is compared with that
observed in simulations� The upper bound is drawn as
a function of the distance �Tn� from the optimum and
the comparison is made for two cases� for ��w � 	�� and
��
w
� 	��� It is easily observed that the simulation re�

sults support the adopted theoretic approach� especially
when the starting point lies far from the optimal solu�
tion� The observed di�erence between the curves near
the optimum is justi�ed� if we consider that the the�
oretical results are obtained using averages� whereas in
simulations� we deal with the instantaneous values of the

stochastic variables� Thus� when around the optimum�
where the noise is the main driving force� the absolute
value of the error at time instant n is higher than the
mean absolute one� constraining further the upper sta�
bility bound �max on ��

� CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution a new robust� yet simple technique
for adjusting the step size of the LMS algorithmwas pre�
sented� The convergence behaviour of the resulting al�
gorithm was investigated and stability bounds together
with error evolution equations were established�
Simulation results illustrated the desirable characteris�
tics of the proposed method and veri�ed its superior
performance compared to the �xed step size LMS and
other existing variable step size algorithms� Further�
more� the experimentally obtained curves and bounds
were shown to agree very well with the theoretic ones�
supporting therefore the presented analysis�
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